
On The Menu 

 

A humid year has turned my toes  

and the soles of my feet  

into a garden where fungus grows 

and feeds on parts of me I rarely see, 

so notice less when creatures nibble 

flesh away little by little. 

 

I wish they all would wait until I was dead 

for surely then all could be well fed. 

Worms and beetles will only eat so much. 

There will be plenty left for a fungal lunch. 

But these guests won't wait  

and the weather will not turn dry, 

so I must soak my feet in a chemical bath 

and wait for them to die. 

 

 

 



The Good Earth 

 

The rototiller has gone through the yard. 

Now you work hard to rake out the clods. 

Metal prongs make furrows,  

parallel lines running through brown soil. 

The moist scent of earth and life and death 

rises to your nostrils and you breathe deep 

as muscles work in the sun  

and sweats beads on brow and back and arms. 

This will be a year for growing things: 

tomatoes and cucumbers, pumpkins and corn. 

Moles and rabbits, groundhogs and deer 

crows and snails, all will take their portion. 

You will harvest what is left and be glad 

that you have gotten that much back 

from ground that has taken so much. 

Family pets and dead strays 

dwell now below seeds and roots. 

Parents and friends dwell in fields 

of white stones and green grass. 

All lives and loves wind up as compost, 

but you try not to think about that, 

focusing only on the labor and the hope 

of new stalks burgeoning into the light. 

 

 



Scouting For Satori 
 

Flames crackle in the camp fire, 

bugs popping in the logs. 

Smoke bellows up, 

curling here and there, 

forming figurines, incomplete 

but filled in by the mind. 

 

It is easy to believe  

in spirits or demons 

seated by an open fire 

surrounded by darkness 

and the noises of the forest. 

 

In the air fairies dance, 

phantoms moving 

through the blue-black, 

half-seen, half-felt, 

but never as real 

as the back of your hand. 

 

A song and then lights out. 

Campers crawl into tents 

and sleeping bags 

heads still full of  

visions, beliefs, hopes  

that are only smoke. 

 

The cold hard ground 

under nylon and down 

delays sleep and 

shortens dreams. 

 

 



The morning's sun  

will shine upon ashes 

and dead coals 

trapped in a stone circle, 

and it will take 

all a good scout's skill 

and some dry kindling 

to make flames rise again. 

 

 


